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A DISCUSSION Ol? THE SEVERAL TYPES’ 03’

TWO-STROKE-CYCLE ENGINES*

By Herbert J. Venediger

INTRODUCTION

The design of an engine hinges upon the use to which
it.is put. Thus, the more diversified the demands made
on it, the more complicated its design and vice versa.
For four-stroke-cycle engines, the structural design is
comparatively clear and simple. Excepting special designs,
the freedom of design is limited and the success of a de-
sign is nore or less the result of careful planiling and ar-
rangement of! the indi~iiual parts , such as valve gear,

shape of combustion chamber, i.nt~ke pipes, oiling systcm,
etc. Even the arrival of the lor.g- and much-discl’.sscd
single-sleeve valve whic”u is to supersede the orthodox
poppet valve, would not enlarge the scope of design freedom,
because it lies in the very ilature of the four-stroke-cycle
process that the development be limited or, to %e more ex-
act, be in a definite direction.

But for the two-stroke-cycle engine the conditions
are substantially otkierwise. Here the value of a design
is judged in its totality rather than being primarily gov-
erned by the structural perfection of its component -parts,
which ox-plains why it is of itself much more difficult to

, produce a serviceable high-powered two-stroke-cycle engine.

The three most important design $actors are: volume
of scavenge and charge delivery, scavenging process (scav-
enging result) S and result of charge.

,. .. ...
-------------------------------------------------------

*’~Planung und Aufbau schnellaufender Zweitaktmotoren. n Au-
tomobiltechaische Zeitschrift, October 10, 1934, pp. 495-
502; and October 25, 1934, pp, 529-535.
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1. THE PRINCIPAL DESIGN I?ACTORS

The first of the cited factors, t~e “volume of ,scav-
enge and charge delivery, 1’comprises, from the efficiency
point of view, the scavenge in~>ut A’S = Vs/Vh (Th = pis;ion
ton displacement, V~ R volume of scavenging medium ind-

ucted in cyliilder), and the scavenge input power Ns (hp.)

for induction, compressioil, expulsion, aild transfer Of
scavenge medium as far as the exhaust passagce Trom the
structural aild operational point of view the factor in-
cludes: the selection, arrangement, and design of the
scavenger, the design of inlet, transfer and ,Scavenge
ducts, the intake and exhaust Torts or the diaphragms of
the compressor, ctc,

The second fa?ctor, the “scavenging process~ll concerns
in particular the quantitative and qu51ita.tive scavenging
efficiency ~s and ~s!, that is, the ratio of inducted

(Vs) to effective scavenging volume (Vll) remaining in
the cylinder and the purity of the charge after accom-
plished scavenging ~sl . The operational part of t’his im-

portailt factor includes all processes within the cylinder.
dur ing scavenging; first of all the secondary problem of

‘ scavenging: the cooliilg of pistons, cylinders, spark plugs,
etcD, ir. engines using fuel-air mixture for scavenging the
formation of coildeilsation, the phenomena of backfiring in
the scavenger, etc.

The third factor, the liresult of charge{ll, comprises
“efficiency of charge” ~~t (= Vn/Vh) and “condition of
charse’1; that is, pressure, specific volumo , temperature ,
compression ratio, quantity, and direction of motion (tur-
bulence, etc.) of charge after co-nsumma,ted scavenging; tle
distrilmtioil of the fuel in the combustion air; and last-
ly, t~.e important effect of the exha,ust pipes on the proc-
ess of charging and scavcllgillg.

If it were possible to exactly com”iine all these de-
sign factors, their sum would give a criterion for the en-
t~’ineel*ingvalue of the engine-u l~aturally , the aurillerof
feasille two-stroke-cycle engiiles is extraordinarily lar~e
because every one of the cited factors embodies a large
‘nurnlerof design possibilities.

We legin with a brief discussion of the “scavenge re-
sult!l factor. The multiplicity of scaveilging methods SUG--
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gested up to the present time is. great while, on the ot@-
er ,hand, a large num%er of these allegedly “original”

.,--- .sca.veng,ing processes may .,readiWbe--traced-- to an~ one of
the following well-known principles: transverse, reverse,
counter, uniflow, and eddy flow process and their combina-
tions.

. .
The really practical scavenging methods, especial~Y

suitable for high-speed carburetor engines, are as few as
the methods are numerous. This accounts for the widespread
use of the so-called Iltransverse “scavenging process” with
specially designed pistons as late as 1932 in carburetor
engines. lTot until then did the two-stroke-cycle engine
design (DKW) switch to the superior “reverse scavenging
process” and specifically to the version where the scav-
enge ducts arc substantially at both sides of the discharge
passage and the scavenging nedium is carried toward the
rear cylinder wall (v. Schn&lc’s paton+s l~os. 51I102,
520834), after the writer had pointed out in the early
part of 1932 the serious defects of the conventional trans-
verse scavenging nethol and the superiority and ayplica3il-
it~”, especially in the above vers~on, of reverse scaveng-
ing, in high-speed carburetor engines, particularly with
crank-chamber pump (reference l)-

Unquestionably, there are other methods adequate for
application to high-speed two- stroke-cycle engines, sone
of which are included in the report.

The third design factor, previously designated, for
short , “result of charge” , comprises all measures intend-
ed to prevent the loss of scavenging or charge volume and
to assure the d~sircd efficiency of charge (Vn/Vh =

~~’ : 1), boost, or supercharge. In this category belongs

the investigation of phase diagrams and devices in the
scavenge , charge, boost, and exhaust pipes, the design of
back pistons, U doulle piston, U-cylinder, and slide-valve
engines; lastly, the investigation of the charging, boost-
ing, and supercharging processes and the behavior of t~-e
charge up to firing. It is obvious that the structural
possibilities for obtaining a predetermined phase diagram
or certain charge efficiency, are,,.extre.melygreat.,..

The design possibilities afforded from the divers
scavenging processes and the ,numerous charging methods are
further enhanced through the possibilities hidden in the
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factor !’volume of charge and scavenge delivery. ” This-fac-
tor is of. prime importance from the design point of view
and’ ir~plic~tly governs the value, purpose, “and construc-
tion, “according as the’ requirements stipuiate.
....

2. SCAVENGE AND CIMRGE-DX!LIVERY VOLUME

The following arrangements come into question:

a) The design of the crailk chamber of each working
cylinder as cran”~-cllamber scavenge pump (abbreviated ~~<).

l)) Arrangemeilt of auxiliary suctioil piston (for
short , Zi<) linked to the working connecting rod, support-
ing with its lower side the suction effect of KK.

.C) Arrangement of single (or double) acting piston-
charge ~ump (KP) with exhausted crank chanber.

“d) Arrangement of rotary scavenge and charge pump
(RP) (rotary vaile-type supercharger, Roots blower, etc.).

e) Combination a~c:KP+KK.

f) Combination a -t d : RP -1-KK.

g) Design of wor’king piston as differential or
stepped’piston (a%hreviated SK) w-ith crank-c’harnber pump.

h) Design of working piston as stepped piston, whoso
upper side oycratos when the crar.?cchamber is exhausted
(Iiinitcd to multicylindcr cngii~cs) .

i) Combination g+h: arrangement of stepped pi’s-
toil with top and bottom suction(limited to multicylindcr
cil~incs).

~~) All combinations of a to i.

The corn%ination of these chief possibilities in s~av-
enGing with the existing, particularly competent sca~~ilgc
methods or charge, boost, and sal>ercharge arrangements.
already affords several hundrei! kinds of two-stroke-cycle
designs. Only a few of these actually ‘[lead to Rome”, and
because this fact had been previously overlooked aild is
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even today quite frequently disregarded, it has done great
damage to the development ,of the two-stroke-cycle engine,
has br~ught one especially useful principle into disrepute,,,,,
and stamped it with the stamp of inferior~t~”.” .The merito-
rious attempts of individuals - foremost among which is
I. S. Rasmussen - form a glorious chapter in the history
of engine research.

The investigation hereinafter treats the design pos-
sibilities from the concrete case of size and number of
cylinders ratlier than from the cited viewpoints enumerated
under a to k; although in the summary the other way i,s
cho sen. The combinations gtoi were included for rea-
sons of completeness, even though the stepped piston is)
for the time being, without the scope of the problem, es-
pecially as concerns the high-speed engines (operating at
3,OOO to 3,5oO r.p.m.) under ,discussion.

3. SINGLII-CYLIITDER IONGINES

a) Crank-Chamber Scavenge Pump

This very simple and inexpensive version of the two-
stroke-cycle engine is manufactured by the thousands as
carburetor aild diesel engine. Scavenge input As and Vol-

umetric efficiency of crank-chamber pump frll are identi-

cal. Although the “clearance volume” of KK amounts to ap-
proximately ~.~ to 2.5 Vh! the volumetric efficiency is

noteworthy and much higher than previously presumed or
calculated. This fact is intimately connected with the
vibration phenomena observed in the exhaust pipes, accord-
ing to latest researches.* With correctly designed ports,

------------------------------------------------------------

*1,1.Kadeilacy in Suresnes (Seine.), on the basis of these
occurrences , %elieves to be able to eliminate the KK al-
together by fittiilg return flaps in the exhaust line (Iat-
est’ version of swirl-producing inserts) and to leave the
ind-uction of the fresh gas solely to the vibrating exhaust
column’. (Compare German ~atents Nos. 550283 (1927) and
550595 (1929). i~aturally such work only at special r.p~m.
(1,200 to 1, 500) synchronized with the exhaust vibration,
and” are practically without significance despite the alleg-
edly obtained b.m.e.p. of 6 to 7 lzg/cm2 and- specific fu~l
consumption of from 180 to 200 g/hp./hr.

.
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. . . .
a maximum volutietric efficiency of from 0. 60 to’ 0.70 is
withi-n the realm of possibility with the present-day r.p.m.
.aild.scavenging pressures of from 1.35 to 1.40 atn.. .

Tfie vitally important quantitative scavenge efficiency
+s.. is grea’tly affected by the scavenging method. With

transverse scavenging, it ranges from 0.70 to 0.75; with re-
verse scavenging and scavenge ports fitted at both sides of
tile discharge passage; it amounts to 0.80”to 0.85, that is,
a charge efficiency of ~z! = As ns = 0.45te 0.48 for the

engine with transverse and q~ = 0.52 to 0.55 for the en-.
gine employing “the reverse scavenge process. The latter
thus promise sapproximately 10 percent higher efficiency,
as borne “out in practice; the specific fuel consumption it-
self drops in the same neasure. The qualitative scavenge
efficiency ~ ‘ lies between 0.65 aid 0.75 or, in other
~,v’or”ds,the ch%ge is noticeably polluted.

Figure 1 illustrates the results with modern single-
cylinder crank-chambe~ carburetor engines of from 100 to
350 cms swept volume and reverse scavenging. The maximum
r~eaileffective pressures pe are, as already pointed out,

obtained with cylinders of approximately 200 cm3 displace-
ment , and the specific power output drops when this limit
is appreciably deviated from either upward or dowilward.
Today~s maximum is around 4.1 kg/cm2. The remarkable fea-
ture is its yosition at 3,000 r,p.m. (curves 175 and 200).
Accordiilg to this, the %est l+itc.rperformance today lies
at 32 horsepower at 4,000 r.p.m., ,and the worst (100 cm3)
at around 21 Y.orscpower. The best specific fuel consump-
tion bc is 380 g/hp./hr. (curve 206) , and the poores”t
hhout 430 g/hp./hr. (300 cms onginc); both figures rcprc-
scnt the optimum of the curves. But as already pointed
out , these rolativcly high specifi’c fuel consumption of
the torque stand, in thonsclves a“’remisleading because t’hc
fuel consumption Ter mile is not inappreciably more bene-
ficial, .since the engiric operates under more favora%le
conditions (throttle setting, lower scavenge pressure). ~

A comparison of previous publications (reference 2)
on the performance data of high-speed two-stroke-cycle
carburetor engines with transverse scavengin~ (see fig. 6,
curve IX) , reveals a rise of fron 3.5 to 3.7 kg/cma to
around 4 kg/cm2 in mean effective. pressure, and a dro~ of
“from 500 to 400 g/lip./hr. in specific fuel consumption.
I’urther. inprovement~ i“il.-mean ‘pressures of 4.5 kg/cma and.
consumption” of about 350 g/hp./’hr.. may be expected.
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One important fact needs to he stressed, namely, that
the crank-chamber engine affords greater freedom of choice
of scavenge method than any other type. There is no dif-
ficulty in mopnting ,fiho..sc,avenge.,.ductsei.the,ropposite or.,,
at either side or between or. below the outflow passages.
Adequate flow conditions can always be. realized, which is
not always the case with other scavenge systems as will be
shown elsewhere in the report. Consequently, the crank-
chamber engine is, contrary to widespread opinion, not ail
inferior but rather an extraor@.inarily organic solution
offering great freedom, which may even le called perfect
if it succeeds in removing its chief drawbacks: defective
control possibility and poor idling. And the solution of
these problems, which at t’he same time wou.ltiraisie the
torque in the lower r.p.m. range, cons+itu.tes today the
real problem of the crank-chamber engine.

b) “Auxiliary Suction Piston (HK) Linked to

Working Conilecting Rod

l?his widely used xethod is shown ia figures 3 and 4.
Pigure 4 is the phase diagram of t’he system figure 3, the
opposed auxiliary piston being mounted equiaxially. TO
assure complete exhaustion of KK, the cranks of both pis-— .——
tons are set for total scaveilge crank angle 2cps (0,s a

rule about 120°) rather than at 180°. The auxiliary pis-
toi] crank leads by Ws, hence lags 180° plus vs. Since

the auxiliary piston must be as light as possible, the
free mass forces are in reality not balanced in any of the
designed engines even though it is possible to do so.

In the system figure 2, the delivery, volume ‘increases
with decreasing angle &; the metilod (fig. 2) in which the
axis of the auxiliary suction piston does not pass through
the center of the crankshaft which mak~s the reduction in
angle 8 possible, is patented hy Schiztte-.Lanz (1919) .-

German’ ~yatent 336601X*,. It is especially preferred in,
small diesel engines. Of course, the upper side of the
auxiliary piston is equally usable and nay ho us;d as
booster pump, for example - (Patent 468646, Schnurle, 1925).
While an excessive scavenge input serves no useful purpose
in diesel engines?, it is even ~org u~el:~,,s in ~he-carburet-
or engine vihic”huses” the air-fuel mixture for scaven”g-i”ng.

——..—.—.——.————— -———————————.——————————————————..—————.———-

* The x denotes that the patent has expired.
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A%ove a certain bore,of the auxiliary piston, no further
rise in poweti output may be expected, whereas the fuel
consumption increases abnormally unless a so-called asym-
metrical phase diagram i’sprovided (3d de”sign factor: re-
sult of charge) , as” illustrated in figure 15 for a so-
called U-cylinder whose exhaust ports close more or less
before the scavenging ports. ,,

The connection between scavenge input and efficiency
o,f charge ~s t on the one hand, and the scavenging effi~

ciencY Ts and m%: on the other, is shown in figure 5

for engines with the us~Lal symmetrical. phase diagram. It
refers to a reversal flow-type engine, with the usual 1.0
to 1.25 stroke ratios. The charging range to As = 0.70

is covered by the usual crank-chamber engine (KK), while
~ maj~ va ry between 0.5 and 0.’7 depending on the engine

structui-ee A30ve that range the 1<!1engine with auxiliary
pistoil (HK) and the two-stroke-cycle eilgine without crailk
chamber ‘cut with piston-charge punp (KP) comes into ques-
tion, The r:+nge of the rotary-pump engine (RP) properly
begins at least at ~ = 1.6 because the size of the pis-

ton-charge pumps would be excessive. Figure 5 refers to
the effective scavenge’ input ).s.* not to the theoretical,,
ho $ which is merely defined by the dimensions of piston-

charge pumps and rotary pumps, and which multiplied by

efficiency Ttj give the effective ks ●

/
Tigure 5 maaifests only a minor improvement in the de-

gree of purity of cylinder charge msl at As = 1.6,

where the residual gases still amount to around 7 percent
parts by volume. For this reason a,n effective scavenGe
input above As = 1.2 automatically eliminates t-he high-
powered carburetor eng~ne which rather needs residual
gases to prevent detonating combustion. Froa here on the
slhape of the curvps in figure 5 concerns only hi~h-speed
diesel (and carburetor racing) engines, especially tho%e
with pressure injection, in which the air input is lar~ely
governed by the fmel distributioil as, for instance, the
Junkers with As. = 2,4. The charge efficiency ~1~

practically ceases to increase a%ove ~ = 1.8. Complete
filling of stroke volume as well as perfect purity of the

—————————————————————.-————--——————--———————————.-————--.-—————
*Generally referred to the usual operating ~“-p6m0 of ~SOOO

in sport, and 4,000 i-n racing engines.

. ---.-—.- . .... . . . . .,,,.,- ... .. . .,,,..,. . . .,, ,.-,...-——---- .--.. —...... . . . .,—
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fresh charge, would necessitate infinitely great scavenge
input. For this reason none of the scavenging methods
iilsures a com~lete- scavenging.—. -—— ..

In sport or racing engines the theoretical displace-
ment of the linked auxiliary piston is chosen at approxi-
mately 1.0 tO 1.25? ~h of the working”piston and the
clearance volume of KK at approximately 4.0 Vh. T?ith

symmetrical phase diagram and competent scavenge method,
As then lies at 1.0 to 1.1 for the necessarily high ports,

so that” in the extreme case (en”gines prepared for raciilg),
a b.m;e.p. of 7.7 kg/cm2 (3,500 r.p.m.) and an output per
liter of approximately 65 hp., is obtainable (fit;. 6).
For comparison with this racing eilgine, we included the
data for a slightly older IN engii].~. Roth employ trans-
verse scavenging with deflector. ...7Tatu.rally, the fuel con-
sumption of the HK engine is much higlier and amounts~ in
the particular case, to about 35 liters/100 km/1 liter
stroke volume.

To assure high suction effi.ci.ency the stroke of the
auxiliary piston is made considerably less than the bore;
for example, DH ~ 2SH, SH = 0.6 to 0.’7 s (where s =

stroke of working pistoil). The very high fuel consumption
of such high-po~ei-ed engines is in part necessary in or-
der to keep the extraordinary heat developLient, which as-
sures reliability, wit’hin bounds. With asymmetrical phase
diagram (U-cylinder, for instance) , the charge efficiency
for equal scavenge input is not inappreciah;;~ higher, so
that here an output ‘per liter of from 85 to 100 hp. up tO

5,000 r.p.m. may he obtained with careful design of all
details.

Other than for racing, for which figures 3 and 15
have proved excellent (DIW), two-stroke-cycle engines
with auxiliary piston are chiefly employed for sport ve-
hicles. An output per liter of 40,hp. is readily attain-
able with As = YO*9. It also affords the advantage of
utilizing the favorable high r.p.m~ for the purpose of
avoiding high scavenge losses, since the free mass forces
can be balailced. Admittedly, the type shown in figure 15
is fairly expensive.

.$’
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c) Piston-Charge Pump (KP) Arrangement

If the crank charcber is to be free from pressure -=
Say, ii~ order to be able to operate without mixture lubri-
cation - the system of a ~~iston-charge pump arranged equi-
e,xially, rectangularly, or otliguely to the working piston
is pertinent (figs. ‘7 and 8). Figures 9 and 10 show the
most appropriate phase diagram for it. Arrailged axially
parallel, “t least through angle 2q~,the pump crank leads. ..
,~.ndlags for the same amount iilthe rectangular arra,nge-
rlent. These arrangements constitute , in point of fact ,
the yrototype of the two-stroke-cycle CilZine and ma’y be
traced in-principle as far back as 1838, where William
Barnett ii ~ritish patent 3T0. 7615, proposed to procom-
prcss gas and air in separate cylinders and then to ignite
the r-lixturc in a COI~m.Oncylinder aft~r slight compr,ossion
ly moans of an incondescont platinum sponge.

I?igures 7 and 8, while witti.out the scope of singlc-
cylinder c-arlurctor cngiaes, arc so cxtcnsivcly employed
in sinslc-eylind.cr compression-ignit ion engines hecauso XK
is here eliminated and t-ho.types shown in figures 7 ~ild 8,
despite v;~rions advantages, are not substantially more ex-
pensive than those illustrated i~ fieures’ 2 and 3,

The ty~~, figure 8, appears to havo Qen first sug-
gested i:lDob%ins! U’,S. patent Ho. P,9592@-*(1908); the
crank of the chargins puimp is already designed as eccen-
tric. Burtnctt’s U.S. patent No. 14’75426 (1923) , is a
version ‘wit%.U-cylinders and obliquely fitted charge pump,
while t’he reet.r.ngular ,arrar.geme:lt.znd U-cylinder are cited
in Chenard and Walker’ s Trenc’h p~.tent No. 611482 (1926)
and li~!ller’s Czechoslovakia :pnicnt No. 27428xY” (1926) .
Tinally, a special form of linkage of pump piston is given
in Deutz’s Austrian paterit”No. 117720 (1927). E“veP with
the ch’arging’pump the advantages, at least with m-ixture
‘distribution, are onl~’ fully realizable with asymmetrical
phase d.i.agram, as exemplified in figure 210

The permissible theoretical scavelige input ~sQ for

carburetor en&ines with symmetrical phase diagram in nor-
mal operation, lies between 1.0 and 1.20. These figures
.give, at 3,000 r.p.la. and for a suction efficiency of

chal-ge pump Of approximately 0.65, an effective ?tso of

from 0.55 to 0.80, and accordingly in figure 5, a charge
efficiency of approximately 0.60. About 25 percent of the
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
*The x denotes that the patent has expired.
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scavenging medium is lost , so that theoretically, the spe-
cific fuel consumption of such engines must be correspond-
ingly ‘hi”ghtir””tha”n’that ‘o’f’fotiti-stroke-c’ycle engines. With
corresponding unsymmetrical phase diagram (for example, ex-
haust opens 25° before and closes 20 to 25° before inlet),

&o may assume Yalues as high as 105, as proved in figure

25. In order to obtain a high-suction efficiency, one
prefers a 2:1 to 1,5:1 3ore/stroke ratio of the charg-
ing piston, and at the same time employs membrane valves
as in figure 8, or membrane valves and suction ports, in”
conjunction. ..

Junkersi engine (fig. 11) represents a special ver-
sion of the equiaxial piston-charge pr.Mp. The four prin-
cipal factors: unsymmetrical phase di,agram, excellent
scavenging, minimum bulk of scavenger, and free mass bal-
ance are very ingeniously com%ine5. ‘ir,::.fortunately,this
type does not lend itself to speeis above 2,000 r.p.m, in
the arrangement shown in figure 11, because of the ex-
tremely oscillating and vibratin~ masses, except for the
version of the still more expensive twin-shaft aircraft
engiile.

d) Rotary Scavenge Pump (RP) Arrangement

Its principle is illustrated in figure 12. It corre-
sponds to Poyet’s German patent No. 2~6783x*~1913) ~ and to
the still older patent of Zoner, No. 258173 *(191O) , as
well as to all of his expired patents of this kind which,
in the majority, call for the impossible arrangement of a
flywheel rotary vane-type supercharger, as in the German
patent No. 363856X*(1918), for iastance.

Since the delivery of the rotary compressor is con-
tinuous while the scavenging duct is open onl,y for a third
of the rotation, the arrangement concerns only multic’ylin-
der engines (at least two cylinders) , or else un~esirable
pressure-balance tanks must %e provided. ~{’orthis reason
the deisgn - in itself, original - of the flywheel disks,
as rotor of t-he rotary vane supercharger whose casin
forms its crankcase (see Zollerls patent No, 495997

x~ (1923)) ,
is of no practical value. As concerns the-volumetric, me-
chanical, and other characteristics of high-speed rotary
vane-type displacement llowers, the reader is referred to
a previous report (reference 3).
—————————————————.-—————______________ .____—.-_________— -— ——————

* The x denotes that the patent has expired.
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e) and f) KP + 1<1<and RP -t KZ Combinations

These combinations have not bccll tried as yet. The
first does not even seem to have been proposed in the lit-
erature, while the latter combination - rotary vane-type
supercharger with crank-chamber pump - is found in Zoner’ s
patent No. 504909X* (1923). For apparent reasons these
combinations ‘have no practical significance. These’ de-
signs obviously stipulate only, symmetrical phase diagrams
in diesel engines.

g) Stepped Pistons with Crank-Chamber Pump (SK)

Offsettiilg the piston, as in figure 13, ameliorates
the volumetric efficiency of the crank-chanber pump because
the clearance volume is su%stantislly defined by the -pis-
ton stroke. 3ut , since the stopped part of the piston with
its greater bore needs to be very long in order that its
u-prioredge may ovcrla?> the iillet ;~assage at botto”n ccntcr,
th~ piston becomes vc>y heavy and’’thc over-all hc:.gh~ af
tho engine, excessive. To utilize the upper side of the
step, it cveil has been suggested to allow air to be induct-
ed through it which, at thecxact moment , would be trans-
ported to the scavenging port in order to commence scaveng-
ing with air instead of with the fuel-air mixture (refcr-
eilcc 1).

h) Stepped Piston Inducting Air at Upper Side

This system is applicable only to multicylinder cn-
gi-ncs since , o~iilg to the phase lag between the. exhaust
period of the stepped cylinder and t?n~ scavenge period of
the working cylinder, one cylinder must charge the other
as illustrated iil figure 26. As concerns the %ottom side
of the stepped pistoil, the conditions are the same as dis-
cussed under G) for the upper side.

i) Double-Acting Stepped Piston

Here the arguments addqaced under h) are applicable.
The lottom side of the yiston would charge its own; the,
toy, the adjacent cylinder. Even a minor enlargement as-
——————————_—_—— _________,________________________________________
*The x denotes that the patent has expired.

II
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sures a high sc”avenge input , so that this type is particu-
larly suited for air compressing, even high-speed engines.

A ilovel type developed by the writer, suitable for
high r.p.m. , is to be discussed” at the correct time.

4. TWO-CYLINDER ENGINES

a) Here the KK-type is also most prominent, as exem-
plified in the simple, inexpensive, and reliable DKW
front-drive automobile.

The~drawback of the usual KK engine is that the ,mass
forces, are 3alanced only to the first order, ‘and the ap-
pearance of a free upsetting moment governed by forces of
first order’ together with - as a rule - relatively low
critical r.p.m. This makes it difficult to find a satis-
factory suspension. Lastly, it has a vitiating no-load
speed. All other types with 180° crank setting allow a
very simple design and installation of additional charging
devices:

b) Thus the II!<engine with auxiliary piston needs on-
ly o~~e auxiliary intake piston because, according to
S“chilv.rlet”spatent No. 471079 ‘*(1924) , its upper and lower
sides aid in the suction and the supercharge (fig. 14).

‘The phase diagram (fig. 4) remains unchanged. With ade-
quately designed auxiliary piston, the power output which
may be obtained is significant , according to the KK-HK
curves in figure 6. They may even be raised considerably
hi~~her when an unsymmetrical’ phase diagram is chosen.
(See fig. 15. ) I?igure 14 corresponds to the old, figure
15 to the modern; DKW racing engine.

..
c) 11P engines afford a short but not simple design

when both sides of the charge pump are utilized. The pump
“may be moun”ted on the end (fig. 16) or in the center (fig.
17). The former system engenders unevenly long scavenge
ducts with their vitiating consequences (i,il volumetric ef-
ficiency, cylinder charge) , which must be neutralized
through different pump-chamber clearances. A further draw-
back is the uiieven slope of the pipes - one upward, the
other downward; this nay easily produce different inlet
condition’s for~tlie scavenge medium iit :WIe working. cylin-.
ders. It may even make the use of many scavenge methods
problematical , as detailed in section 6.
...-----.-..._.. ...,.. ...... ...___ ,,---_, ,,, . . ...... ____-_.,..-,

*The x deilotcs that the patent has expired.
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I?itti”ng the working cylinder’s on either side of the
charge -pump assures scavcngo ducts of approximately even
length but it does not remove the height discrepancies
nor. the uiieven inlet conditions. Aside from that, the
manufacturing difficulties in the construction and instal-
lation arc also considerable.

All these drawbacks, and in addition the free upset-
ting moment of the types with double-acting charge pump,
are voided in the design of figure 18 ~~hich (with regard
to the phase diagram, fig. 9), gives a fairly exact pic-
ture of a fully symmetrical four-stroke 4-cylinder crank-
shaft . With adequate dimeilsions of p.ist.onand piston
stroke , the mass monents can almos? he eliminated while at
the same time assuring perfectly equal charge and flow
coilditions in each charging and working cylinder. It rep-
resents the best two-stroke-cycle 2-cylinder engin,e with
charge It corresponds to H1.agwald’s patent No.
48!5889‘~u%4) . Supertor,. from the point of view of
c’barge, to the type illustrated i:afigure 18 with the
scavenge poris on eit”tierside of the discha’rse passage, is
the type with reverse scavenging - the scavcage ports fit-
ting between the two discharge passages - that is, facing
the pump cylinders, as it affords the minimum possible
pump–space clearance, exactly as for the engine employing
transverse ,scavengiilg.

With charging cranks designed as eccentric, the rec-
tangular or oblique charge-pump,arrangement affords a very
compact design, as illustrated in figures 19 and 20 where,
for the sake of clearness, we show cranks instead of ec-
c.eiltricdisks. Mounting two such single-cylinder assem-
blies side by side would afford an en<:-ne with high free
forces and upsetting moxaents. This defect is surprising-
ly removed when the charging cylinder is mounted so as to
be separate from its corresponding working cylinder by
the other working cylinders, and the charge-pump delivery
is crosswise as indicated in figure 20. This method, pat-
ented by Ringwald (No. 467676 (1924)) for diesel engines,
has been known for some time on carburetor engines as, for
example, through U.S. patent No..’.’ 1623391 of Y3urtnett (1925),
aild the Appleton engiile of 1918, in which the charging cyl-
ii%ders were set obliquely.

.In the arrai~gemeut figure 19 the scavenge-pressure
lines may be freely shifted so as to assure high scaveilg-
ing even without specially designed piston crown.
_______________________________________________________
*The x deflotes that the patent has expired.
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As the mounting of a charging pump in mixture com-
pressing engines with symmetrical phase diagran, is a
problematical matter even with the best scavenge method -
at least with the scavenge inputs justifying a special
charging device - it is no wonder that - apparently lacking
other reliable designs - most patents refer to the combina-
tion of U-cylinder and charge pump as illustrated in fig-
ure 21. But the mass forces of such a high-speed engine
are so great, even if in the form shown in figure 20, as to
malk~ smooth runiling practically impossible.

It suggests the design of the so-called IIend-to-endt’
or “-ooxer” engine, the most sipple and inexpensive v~~,sion
of whit’h corresponds to the German patent No. 485889
shown in figure 22 but which is inferior to the in-li,ne
engine (fig. 18) , be,cause of its high free forces and up-
setting moments. These draw%acks do not exist in the de-
sign (fig. 23) where the mass forces are practically elim-
inated and the longitudinal upsetting moments are reduced
to tolerable amount. Of course, such an engine is consid-
erably- ‘heavier and more expensive than that shown in figure
22, where it is equally possible to use U-cylinders as
shown iilfigure 24, in cross section through a separately
acting charge and working cylinders.

Figure 25 shows the b.m.e.p. (~e) liter performance
NL , and specific fuel consumption obtained with 2-
cylinder KK engines and two U-cylinde; type engines with
piston-charge pump and rotary pump (rotary vane-type com-
pressor) corresponding to figures 20 and 21.

The l<K engine gives, as in figure 1, a maximum
b,m.e.p. of approximately 4.0 kg/cm2 , the U-cylinder ei~-
gine with KP, a pe = 5.3 kg/cma, while the U-engine with

rotary vane-type compressor (U-RP) gives pe = 5.75 kg/cm=.
,.

In both U-type engines the theoretical scavenge input
amounted to Aso = 1.5. Owing to the strongly increasing

volumetric efficiency of the rotary vane-ty~e compressor
beginning at 1,500 r.p.me , the torque of the U-RP type en-
gine remains. almost constant between 1,500 and 3,500 r.p.m. ,
in contrast to its normal behavior in the 1<1{and U-KP type
engines. A glance at the pe and be curves reveals the
superiority of the U-KP over the U-RP engine; admittedly,
above 3,000 r.p.m. , the power output of the piston-pump
engine increases very little.
——___________________________ ______________________—.———— .-——

* The x denotes that the patent has expired.
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No particular importance attach ing. to the combination
d--f, nor to the Junkers engi<ne in figure.11, which may be
assembled in’ any num%er of cylinders? we’proceed tO combirn
nation g-i.,; The only version of this seems to be that
shown in figure 26. Here cne cylinder charges the other,
although vgry unfavorably, because the cranks need to Ye
set at 180 , which makes it impossible to”realize the cor-
rect p’base diagram (fig. 9)’. The pressure stroke of the
charging piston has already ended when the scavenge ports
of the otker cylinder are fully opened. Consequently, on
the down stroke tile charging piston re-j.nd.ucts part of the
fresh charge. The steyped piston must be long eno-~gh to
overlap the inlet ~~assage E at top center; otherwise, it
would fill the crack chamber. In the i combination,
this is very ‘necessary, as a result of which the stepped
piston aay bs substantially shorter. Such ail engine is
t]lcrefore wel]. suitable fc~ higher r.p.m.

The design embodied in figure 26 is very old and well
known as “the L~~tin or Cot6 en~ine, and %er enzine.

Another version is shown in figu~e 27. Here a U e~~-
giile with cylinders showing the sc;avenge ports is fitted
with- a steT~ed pistor. whose upper side is inductive, so
that there” %zst be two ~ilutu~lly serving U-cylin’ders, as

,iil figure 26, which are, in the ‘known manr;er, placed o%-
Iiquely.to the axis of the crankshaft. Naturally, the new
coml)iilation i is here also preferable.

Since odfi numbers of cylinders preclude the use of
double-acting auxi%iary yistons a:ld char~ing purIps, the
3-cylin&er engine is restricted. to comparatively few de-
sign types~

a) One sim.yle and very serviceable type here is the
iii-line cra.n’k-chamber engine recently introduced in Eng-

. . laild by the Scott company. Since Such engines ma.nifcst no
free mass forces (balance up to fourth order) and the free
upsetting moment with floatiilg sus>ensior. (not Necessarily
~hrysler’ s ~’fl-oatin~ power”) is not abnormally disturbed,
aside from having an excellent torque ‘ail&unlir~ited free-
dom of choice in the type of scavenge ‘process as well as
in the arrangement of the “exhaust and scavenge ports, this
type of design.was to be primarily used in sizes of 0.’7 to
1.2 liter swept volume for automobile and aircraft engines.
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b) The 2-cylinder engine with auxiliary piston is ““
practically ruled out because it requires thrae auxiliary..,,,
pi~tons’j ‘“and-so”doesc-)-with its’ three single-acting
charging-pump cylinders,. Contrariwise , the ar,rangezient d)
of a rotary vane-type compressor is of interest because
the charging Teriods of the three cyliaders themselves are
in consecutive order.

In contrast to the 2-cylinder, stepped piston-typ?
engine of figure 26, the scavenging and charging in the 3-
cylinder engine (fig. 28) takes place exactly in p~.ase,
thus realizing the optinurn phase d~agram according t.o fig-
ure 9, llccatisethe total scavenge angle 2YS is around
1200; that is, it agrees with the crank setting. The cyl-
iilders are mutually charged as shown iil figure 28, with
the noticeable drawlack of one scavenge line being much
longer than the other two. This i-eild~rsa uniform ,chargc
of t’hq cylind.crs difficult. In principle, o: course, the “
statement mad~ ,about the arrar.gei,lciltfi~ure 26, [applies
here .71s0. The arrangement figure 28, ma,y be applied to a
radial engine without th-e specific disadvantages, as seen
from figure 29C This is the well-knov’:a Lavtator design,
of many years standing. Ail engine of this kind, hilt more
than fifteen yeai-s ago , is said to have weighed oilly about
64 kg (141.096 lb.) with a 50 horsepower output.

6. TOUR-CYLINDER ENGIN3S

Sta,rtiil~with this num’ber of cylinders the Frincipal
difficulties in design make themselves felt. Perhaps the
chief advantage accrui-ng from the. use of few cylinders,
i-e., rapid-firing sequ:ence, leads - except 3or the crank-
chamber rotary punp or Junkers system - to ur.necessarily
long, and only partially symmetrical cranks’nafts, d-iffi-

cult to balance as well as to complicated pressure lines,
hence questionable scavenging, etc.

a) AS to the KIC en~ine, of the three possi%le partial-
ly symmetrical shafts and six firing sequences (figs. 30-
32) , only the crank design (fig. 30) is of interest %ecause
of, its lo,w~st mass moments from tke rotating and oscillating
iilaSSc3S; its firing order is 142’3’o’i’”1324:“-’Admittedly, all
three crankshaft designs are free from mass forces of the
second order, but iil spite of that, the rotation of shaft
(fig. 30) is not as smooth “as that of the four-throw shaft
which, although afflicted with free mass forces of the sec-
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end.order, is nevertheless fully symmetrical and free from
upsetting Qornents. The twoustr Oke- cycle in-line engine is

therefore out of the question without float ii~g suspeilsion,
,qt any. rd.te less than the four-stroke-cycle eng5.ne. Each
shaft design requires five carefully sealed-in main hear-
i-ng~’”which, in itself not abnormally difficult to accom-
plish, leads to an,undesirable condition. These are the
m,ain ~easons why no attempt has been made heretofore at
manufacturing on a quantity basis in-line KK engines of
liter/p~rformance of around 25 hp. at 3,000 r.p.m.

l?) The arrangement of no more than two double-actiilg
auxiliary pistons involves - much more than with four aux-
iliary pistons (as, for example, Steiger-Goc?~erell patent
No. 534252 (1930) proposed) - an enormous expeilse, even if
used for special purposes (high-performance engine).

c) The single-acting charge purilpsbeing, for ostensi-
ble reasons, out of the question*, the in-line type gives
at least six crank thrcws, either in the sequence AAPPAA
and PAA.4AP or APAAPA (.).= wor-king cylinder , P = double-
actirig charging cylinder) , as nay he deduced from figures
16 and 17. Obviously, such crank shaft# having poor bal-
ance and involving alnormal structural length, are to be
rejected, with the result that the development leaned to-
ward the V-type accordia.g to figures” 16 ai~d 1’7. (See also
Paffratills patent No. 515493 (1930) (expired).) A version
of this type, in aggregations according to fi’gure 16, is
the high-speed. two-stroke- cycle design of figures 33-35,
which represents the well-known 1,000 cm3 DKW engine of
the “specialtl ~.nd ltfloati~~gfltypes. Ti2ure 35 is a cross

section of the double-acting charging cylinder. The 90°
settiilg of the four cylinders with pistons working from
two throws set at 180°, which would insure adequate mass-
moment balance, is dis%ux.i.ad by the throw of the charg-
ing pump so that the shaft is not altogether without soi~e

upsetting moment and must be 3alanced accordingly to a
reasonable , mean value. Even so, the short shaft is re-
markably free from critical r.p,ma Taken as a whole, it

represents a very useful, compact, 4-cylinder design, with
unifor-m firing sequence whit’h, however , like all V engines,

---------------------------------------------------------------

*See Bcrthaudis French patent yo. 4~3126 (1910) (expired) >
with its 4-cylinder, in-line engine and two single-acting
charge-pump cylinders arranged in V shape o-n both sides.

,,, ,,, ,, ■■ II ■ Iml I 1 1 1 1111III mll I
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is expensive to manufacture and requires a number of spe-
cial tools and equipment.

The ‘use of’U-cY1inders (fig. 3$), WhiCh really Ws-
tif;~ the expense of the charging cylinder since they as-
sure high sca,venge input , leads hero to conditions which
are not mechanically coiltrollable. ‘Whereas a complete mo-
ment balar.ce is already difficult with ordinary working
cylinders $ it becomes practically impossible with the twin-
piston arrangement. It. is barely possible to lalance the
rotatiilg ioasses,,let alone the oscillating pistons acting
on one single crank. Even the use of a rotary compressor
which does ilot disturb the balance, leaves one massmornent
rotating with crankshaft speed w}lich shakes the engine
back and forth. The result is, as wit’h all V engines, com-
pulsory floating suspension >ecause, even with perfect mo-
meilt balance, free, horizontal forces still remain to act
i-nylanes perpendicular to the sha:ft axis and tend to
shift the engine, hack and. forth- iil the fomr-stroke cycle
of the revo].ution speed.

The res-.~ltswith an engine conformable to ftgures 33-
KP) and those with a 4-cylinder V type accord-35 (curves -

ing to figure 36 with rotary vane-type com-oressor arranged
front to front (curves iJ-RP) are compared in figure 37.
The theoretical scavenge input of the KP engine is approxi-
mately Aso = 1.0 (the effective As at 3,000 r.p.m. is

shout 0.65) against As. = 1.5 and As = 1.0 for the

U-RP en~ine, corresponding to the propitious efficiency
cor.~ressor at high r.p.j~.curve of the rota~y vane-type .

The pe curves show that the “m~~aileffective pressure is
ais.lostt>-e same as the As. v’alues. The specific fuel

coasum~tion of the L’-R~ engine , altfi-ou:hmuch letter as a
result of the unsymmetrical phase diagrams is far from
satisfactory for the reason that such lite.r/perfOrmanc e
must closely approach t’nat of the 4-cylinder engine if the
oporation is to be economical. This, howe’~er, is not pos-
s“ihle witk the mixture-type eilgines in spin:.eof the unsym-
metrical phase diagram because the scavenging pressure is
high and the input power of the rotary vane-type compres-
sor, considerable. In racing engines this is of no sig-
ilificanco, whereas the excessive,heat loading is; our mod-
ern fuels,.are ina.!equ.ate to cope ~itW i$.s. TQUS the, highly
supercharged, reliable two-stroke-cycle cngi-nc still
awaits considerable development. ,

Ostensibly the design of figures 16 and 17 can equally
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well ke executed as W or X type, as illustrated in the
German patent No. 51!5493 (expired). However, the result
would be an e:ngine with irregular firing order or else si-
rnultaneously firing “cylinders. Consequently, the advan-
tage of rapid-firing order and uniform torque of the two-.
stroke-cycle method turns out to he very disadvantageous
if the engine is to be compact and simple: A blessing be-
comes a plague.

In the design figure 38 (6-cylinder engine according
to fig. 17) , the firing order is 12ca33; the setting is
45-90-45-45-900; and the exhaust noise is accordingly ir-
regular. Mounting the cylinder blocks vertically on each
other , the firing order is lab; that is, regular
below 90°, }ut cylinders 2 and c and b and 3 fire si-
multaneo-asly. Again it becomes necessary to revert to
other design types - this time to single-run or multiple-
row radials, if compact multicylinders are desired. Before
discussing these important types, we shall touch upon sev-
eral -pertinent factors closely connected with the arrange-
ment of the scavenging ducts.

As already pointed out, one particular advantage of
the KK engine is the absence of all difficulties as.re-
gards the use of different scavenge methods. The reason
for this is, that the scavenge ducts run along the cylin-
der parallel to the cylinder axis, as a result of which
they may be arbitrarily distributed over the cylinder
periphery, fitted with appropriate manifolds for the ports
and mounted according to wish and purpose. These possi-
bilities are severely circumscribed when piston-charge
pumps are used, because then the difficulties may make the
choice of scavenge method rather limited..

Ostensibly the most promising design, both from the
point of view Qf minimum pump-space clearance as well as
scaveilge-duct design - that is, with axially parallel,
single-acting charge pump - is that shown in figures 7’,
22., and 26, all of which employ the so-called “transverse-
scavenging method.it In figure 18, where the scavenge
ducts are on both sides of the exhaust passages, these
conditions are evidently less favorable. The two scavenge
ducts , placed half-way around tho cylinder periphery, must
be carefully rounded off and smootheii, ‘tihich means pains-
t.ailingcore making and expensive casting. I’or the double-
actiilg’charge pump (figs. 16 and 17), the difficulties are
particularly great because here pitch, slope, and more or .
less successful roundinR off follow each other in haphaz-
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ard fashion which in carburetor engines, leads to the for-
mation of condensation and r.pzm. dependence. Aside from
that, the external smooth appearance of the cylinder block
must he preserved.

Figures 39 t.o 43 show combinations of’ figures 16 and
17, with differently arrailged passages. When transverse
scavenging is resorted to, figures 39 and 40. afford comp-
aratively simple passages. (See also dashed lines iil
fig. 33.) I’igure 40 is superior to figure 39, with its
pa.ssagcs of even length.

Figure 41 yields more difficult conditions which, how-
ever , may .%e ameliorated to some e;ltent bY -art’ific-fallY
raising the pitch and slope of both lines predetermined in
double-acting charge pumps in order to place the pipes
parallel to the cylinder axis. In short., the. beneficial
aspects of the crank-chamber engine must be copied as
closely as possible. These disadvantages do not exist in
the trailsverse scavenge design of figure 4.2. The scavenge
ducts lie between the two exhaust pipes’. Aside from the
fact of improved. scavengiilg , the conditions are precisely
as favorable as with figures 7, 223 and. 26.

The disturbing factor of both exhaust pipes meeting
at an obtuse angle, may %e removed 3Y resorting to unlike,
yet relatively very similar transverse-scavenge methods in
‘ooth worki-ng cyliilders , as indicated. i-n figure 43. The
left cylinder is scaven~ed accordi-ng to figure 42, wh~re-
as in tlie right cylinder, each one of the two scavenge
flows describes a path on the order of a ram~s-horn, some-
what as known from the IIrupp patent No. 519427 (1923) ●

Mounti~ig cylinder %locks in V shape according to fig-
ures 39-43, those of figures 39 and 40 are a~ain the most
pleasivg aild simple because figures 42 and 43 have four
exhaust pipes, while figure 41 suffers from the previously
discussed defects. Thus the transverse-scavenge method
proves itself to be a Positively worthwhile solution, even
from the point of view of other than scavenge efficiency;
aild the investigation of the problems - nerely touched
upon herein - teaches that a scavenge method considered
so,lely from the perspective of the processes occurring
withiil t~~c cylinde’r, is fa’r from %oing an ‘exhaustive trcat-——_———
mc-nt.

.

l–
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The desigil difficul~i-es regarding firing order and
mass %alance discussed iilthe preceding section, are most
easily removed when mounting the design types (figs. 7,
12, 16 tO 18, 22, aild 23) as radials, according to figure
44. This automatically precludes the usc 0$ t~.e cra~k-
chan%cr pump, and the scavenge and charge volume must he
effcctcd through single- or dou%le-actin.g charge pumps
nounted equio,xially with t-he uorlking cylinders or cls.e
through onc or more conveniently arran~cd rotary pumps at
the front.

Such a &-cylinde-r radial with nose turbocoznpressor
was proposed by Zoner as far back as 1931 (reference 4).
The unsuitable tur’boblower was later replaced by a rotary
vane-type compressor ,.

A radial design built up according. to figure 7 but
enploying U-c,ylillcl.ers,is described in Augustinets U.S.
patent 170. 162329,6 (1927); and with. working cylinders de-
signed as ‘J-cylinders , is found in Hirtht s paten’t No.
386355 (1921) ..(expired). .The advantages of the’ radial are
evid.eiltly the re~ular firi~-g order, adco_uatc mass balance,
even-lcilgth Scavongc ducts fed. frcm ‘a CCIItrCil source, coEl-

pa,ct design length, and lastly, fairly reasonable manufac-
turing costs - for which reasons the two-stroke-cycle radi-
al is of particul~r importailcc for aeronautical purposes.

To assu.rc greater yowcr units, the designs of figures
16 to 18 may bc arranged as radial or, preferably, as X-
type. Apart from .thc cxceilcnt mass %alance there is, how-
ever , the drawback that cylinders of different rows fire
simultaneously. For that reason, the second row of a two-
i:o~ radial is set at 45° (fig. 45) With respect to the
first row. Simultaneous firing in such twc-row radials
is only avoided when the number of cylinders is even, be-
cause with an odd number of cylinders, one cylinder of
each front and rear row face one another. With X- and V-
type four-row radials, the fully symmetrical four-throw
four-stroke shaft is preferably replaced by the Cadillac
crankshaft V 63 of the well-known 8-cylinder V engine
(fig. 46), because this ihaft design - of itself afflicted
with the moments of the rotating and the monents of the
second- order in conjunction with the cylinder rows set at
90° and correspondingly designed additional masses (fig.
46) following the suppression of the moments of the first,
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secoild, aild fourth orders, and the free forces of the
firit and second orders - appears superior to the fully
symfie’tri”cal”sliaft tiit’h-i=tslur~ownforces of t-nesecond ‘or-
der. The added advantage here lies in the fact that the
‘simultaneous or multiple firing takes place in different
cylinder rows.

Admittedly, such designs call for rotary” pumps’ in
front of or between the cylinders. The fact that a really
practical blower of this kind is io far’unavai.lable, con-
stitutes the greatest draw%ack to all further development
of ‘nigh-speed, two-stroke-cycle engines, aild it seems high
tino for private concerns, as well as the State, to supply
the %ecessary means for developing blowers of high volumet-
ric efficiency at low rtp.m. , which are capable of produc-
ing adequate pressures up to 1 atmosphere, and are reliable
even at 5~000 r.p.m. , high isothermic and adiabatic” effi-
ciencies beiilg assumed. The need for such a blower is just
as pressing for the multicylinder engine.

It was already pointed out, in section 6 that the in-
line desi~n, with two single- or o“ne double-acting pistoil-
charge pump , according to figures 16-18, is practically
out of the question for uore than two worki-ng cylinders.
The only possible multicylinder in-line type is that with
rectangular or oblique ~zrrange~ent of single-action , pis-
ton-char~e pump, shown in figures 19 arid 21 and described
in Prini and Berthaudl s French patent No. 413126 (expired) .
Eveil SO, suc”n an engine would be heavy and expensive -
bul~ky, witfi.faulty force and moment bala-nce. Without serv-
iceable rotary ‘olover, the multicylinder in-line engine is
positively inconceivable.

In one engine of this kind (see Zollerts I’reilchpat-
ent I?o. 595651’ (expired) and his ‘l..5-liter 6-U-cylinder
racing engine, so ‘much discussed lately) , the arrangement
of the compressor or compressors i“n fi-ont has the drawbaclk
of unequal volume of charge in tile individual cylinders.
Since the scavenge ducts run straigi~t past the cylinders,
the chargfng mixture shoots partly past the~,mst-opening
cylinder, and that is so much more as the scavenge input
is greater and the scavenge a-ridcharging pressure is Iligher.
Thecyliilder fitted at the end of such a straight charging
duct has, as known, the greatest charge volume, whereas
the rest of the cylinders are more or,less starved.

I
‘--. -,,., ., . . , , .,-.-—,----- ,.,------ ,, , , . ., ,—-, -.. . . . . . . .. .
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As a matter of fact, the design ,of the scavenge pres-
sure pipes is, as stressed in secti.cfi 6, n~arly .ai~ays the
most difficult prollcme For an in-line engiile, such as
Zollerrs, it would therefore be better to pattern the de-
sign of compressors for charging every two or three w’ork-
ing cylinders , according to figure 12. This would insuro
an exactly equal scavenge <and charging process for the
cyliilders fitted to the corresponding compressor which,
naturally, is so much moro important as the cylinders are
more superchar~ed; otherwise, insurmountable charge and
heat difficulties would result. We shall not discuss oth-
er details at this time.

Other possibilities for high-speed, in-line engines
are: five , six, or ,at the most, seven cylinders. All
shafts being partially symmetrical’(only the crank star is
syumctrical), the %alancing of the free forces is exccl-
leilt for the odd-nunbcred crailkshafts, although balancing
of the mass’ momeilts from the rotating and oscillating
masses is not afforded without auxiliary means as with t-ne
6-cylinder cranksk.aft, iilwhich the moments, even for two-
stroke cycle, automatically disappear, at least, with two
preferred shaft designs.

The best 5-cylinder crankshaft is that shown in fig-
ure 47. The firing order is: 1 52 ~ 4 or 1 4 32 5.
An equally good crankshaft is obtained when intcrchangiilg
throws 4 and 5 and 2 and 3. Tho balancing of tho free
forces is given up to the eighth order.

The ~-cylinder crankshaft manifests two promising de-
signs (figs. 48 and 49), in which the moments resulting
from the rotating and oscillating masses of the first or-
der disappear, while the free forces up to the fourth’ or-
der arc compensated. The firing crders are: 1 6 2 4 Z 5
and 1 5 3 4 2 S (figs 48) and 1 6 3 2 5 4 and 1 4 5 2 3 6
(fig. 49).

The 7-cylii~def crankshaft appears to be already af-
flicted with too many cylinders when comp,ared with the
satisfactory qualities of the 6-cylinder shaft - quite
apart from the fact that the tendency to torsional vibra-
tions increases, and partially s~inmctrical crc.nkshafts arc
nore expensive .~,omanufacture. The compensation of the
free fo~ces has h~re already proceeded to the twelfth or-
der, while the moments of the rotating and oscillating
masses of the best crankshaft design (fig. 50) with firing
order of 1 5 5 3 2 7 4 and 1 4 7 2 3 5 6 are about six
times smaller than for the five-throw shaft of figure 49
(reference 5).
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9. COl~CLUSiONS

..,. .,. . .....

Owing to the great number of viewpoints governing the
design of two-stroke-cycle engines, a comprehensive survey
is practically impossible. For this re”ason, we shall at-
tempt to correlate at least the -principal factors.

To tiegin with, there is a deep underlying difference
between the two-stroke-cycle and the four-stroke-cycle en-
gines, due to the fa”c% that the former - in contiast to
the latter - is, and will remain for divers reasons, an
engine with comparatively few cylinders. The chief rea-
sons lie in t’he rapid-firing order and in difficulties e-n-
counteredup to the present time ~ith supplying the scav--.-

. enge and charge volume. Sornevvhat exaggerated., the two-
stroke-cycle engine is, thus, a type of design which ‘by its
very natui-e, “is ri>eantto be disposed with moderate ‘mass
balance. Moreover , the trends of development %eing rather
indefinite, the desi~ner faces new -problems with every new
design, for the solution of which any experience gained
previously is of less use than when it pertains to the de-
sign of a four-stroke-cycle engine. ??he consequent result
is a round-a bout development rather than one in a definite
direction, as proved by the literature and the “innurneral)le
design propositions never actually tried out.

Separating the “wheat from the chaff” it may %e stated
that ! The two-stroke-cycle engine with cra.nk-.chamber pump
is today an economical and, for small, simple engines wit’h
one tb three in-line cylinders and a clisplacement up to
350 cms per cylinder, an excellently suitable design type.
Apart from poor idling, whose amelioration constitutes its
chief drawback, it affords everything within reasona”ole
expectation. For cheap everyday motor transportation,
this desi~n - say, with three in-line cylinders and about
l-liter displacement - is the best suita%le power plant.

Inthe version with opposed auxiliary piston (figs.
“3, 1,4, and 15) with symmetrical or, better, unsymmetrical
phase diagram, this design executed for. two cylinders -
up to ’750 cms - is excellent for high-powered engines,
Whereby theoretical scavenge inputs up to 1.5 for sport,.. ,....,,,
cars , ‘and”‘~-till‘Iiigliei-figures ‘fo’r’high-pow’ered engines,
corlleinto account .

The single-acting, piston-charge pump for “1- or 2-cyl-
inder engines (figs. ‘7, 18, and 23), concerns chiefly

.. .
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diesel, or fuel-injection enp;ines. The design (fig. 18) as
2- or 4-cylinder V engine, or even as multicylinder in-
line engine, is superior to that of figure 1S or 17, for
reasons of charging and better nais balance. Lastly, an
ingenious solution is represented in figure 23, while
right- or oblique-angle offsetting of charging cylinders
is of -primary interest with TJ-cylinders set athwart the
crailkshaft . But the fundamental value of’ the arrangcmcilts
with single-actin~~’ piston-charge pumps lies, as already
stated, in the Dossi%ility of ,single-row and. multiple-row
ra5ial designs ~ perhaps according to figure 45. The ef-
fective scavenge input for commercial cn~ines should not
exceed. 0.7 with symmetrical phase diagram, and 1.0 for
sport engines; with unsymmetrical phase diagram, it should
not exceed 0.90 and 1.25, respectively. Supercharged en-
gines , of course, may involve substantially higher figures.

The use of a rotary pump very nearly voids all” design
difficulties in comparatively simple fashion. In-line en-
gines with very good mass ‘balance, or short V- or X-types -
single- and double-row radials, respectil?el~, can then be
designed; the first partly with several simultaneously ~
firing cylinders, the latter with regular firing order.
Besides, the charging and scavenging process involves no,
difficulties. The mu.lticylinder, the best of which - the
6-cyli-nder i.il-line engine with rotary blower, especially
i.n conjunction (as suggested in section 8) with several
compressors as in figure 12 - is, next to the in-row r&di-
als (fig. 45 or 46), the best possible solutionof a high-
spced, two-stroke-cycle engine. But the in-line design
has, so long as no asymmetrical phase diagram is obtainable
othertiise , in more reliable manner, the added advantago of
being usable in the Wcylinder version without difficulty,
Junkerst excellent design, as well as its chief drawback,
has .alroady been discussed. A similar twin-fil!mft design
with rotary blowers which assure very big-h r.p.m., is being
brought out by the English firm, Jameson Xngine Company (ac-
cording to Allgemeine Automobilzeitung , L70. 24, June 16,
1934). ‘“

T7he yet-to-be-developed blower must have the volumet-
ric efficiency of a good., four-stroke-cycle suction stroke
between O and 1,500 r.p.m., and above that, the efficiency
of a satisfactory rotary vane-type supercharger. It must
also allow for rep.m. as high as 5,000, and the isothermal
efficiencies should not drop more than 35 percent even at
low back pres,surcs and high r.p.m. The most economical:op-
eration with free exhaustion should lio around 800 r.y.m~.~
and with rising back pressure the best economical operat-
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ing point should, so shift that the best operating point
for eaCl10.1~g/Cm2 preSSV.re rise lies approximately 300
r.p iill.higher . Not oile of the present-day ”compressors
meets these requirements.,. .

.. .
Tinally, the question may bc ask~d, what the future

role of the high-speed, four-stroke-cycle engine will. ’00
‘with tho further dcvclopmcnt of .tho t.wo-stroke-cyclo en-
gine. At present, the four-stroke-cyclo engine justly oc-
cupies the range beyond the one-liter swept volumo. It
may be assumed that it never will be completely supcrscdcd
within the range between 1.2 and 2.5 litors~ especially
ilot in ‘the fern of the four-stroke.-cycle design, which is
scarcely more expensive than an equivalent two-stroke-
cycle en~iile, but with better idling aild greater economy,
fitted with floatiilg sv.speilsion-which has cor~e,into use
~~~it]~int-ne last few years, It nay therefore be assumed
that the high-speed, twc-stroke--cycle engine will occupy
t-he range of small and high perforuancc, whereas the four-
stroke-cycle cngiilc will rule the range of the iiltcrmcdi-
atc power ou”:,putsand requirements, which arc characterized
ly smooth running.

With high-speed, two-stroke injection engines, the de-
velopment of which should be pursued intelligently and con-
sistently, the use of design a) - the single crailk=chamler
pump - is precluded because of the necessarily high air iil-
put ● I?ith the consistently increasing use of wood gas,
which lends itself particularly well to the two-stroke cy-
cle, the desi~n types b) a:ld e) to i) are inapplicable be-
cause of the foulim-g of the crank cham-ocr. The develop-
ment of a blower with the requisite qualities outlined in
sectioil 7, is therefore, from this point of view, also the
most urgent factor in engine desi~n.

Translation by J. Vanicr,
Natioilal Advisory Coruaittee
for Aeronautics.

—
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